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- Executive Summary
 

InJanuary 2008 the Board ofGovernors.of the Federal Reserve System (the Board) issued proposed 
amendments to ReguIatlonZ,which implements the Truth in Lending Act (TILA)alld the Home 
Ownership and Equity Protection Act (HOEPA).l The purposes ofthe amendments were to restrict home 
mortgage lending andservicingprac:tices that the Board found to be unfair or deceptive; to ensure that 
mortgage loan advertisements are accurate, balanced, and not misleading; and to require that certain 
disclosures be provided to consumers earlier in the mortgage loan process. One of the Board's proposed 
amendments would prohibit creditors from paying mortgage brokers unless the mortgage broker 
disclosed to potential customers three things: a) the total amountofcompensation thatthe broker will 
receive for arranging a loan; b) that the consumer will pay that entire amount, even ifsome or all is paid 
by the lendeG and c) that such apayment from a lender could influence the broker to offer the consumer 
loan terms orproducts that are not the most favorable the consumer coUldobtain. Under the proposed 
rule, these disclosures would have to be provided early in the mortgage transaction, before theconsumer 
submits a loan application or pays any fee. 

The Board's proposed amendments included model language that was intendedto provide the 
above disclosures in a manner that would be dear and understandable to consumers. The Board 
contracted with Macro International to test this model language through a Series ofcognitive in-depth 
interviews with consumers. The goal ofthese interviews was to assess how clearly the model language 
communicated the intended content, and to help the Board make any necessary revisions to make the 
language more effective. 

Methodology 

Macro conducted four rounds of consumer testing in March through May 2008: two in Washington, DC, 
and one each in Los Angeles, CA and Kansas City, KS. A total of35 separate interviews were completed: 31 
with individuals and 4 with couples who had jointly mademprtgage decisions. Interviews lasted between 
60 and 90 minutes. Participants fprthe interviews were recruited by telephpne, and were selected 
becausethey had all obtained or refinanced a mortgage in the past two years. PotentialpartiCipants 
were also screened to include a range of ethnicities, ages, and education levels. In an effort to ensure that 
interviews were conducted with subprime as well as prime borrowers, Macro and Board staffdeveloped 
a series of three questions about participants' credit history and current mortgage interest rates which 
were used as a proxy for such borrowers. 

For each round of testing, Macro and Board staffdeveloped an agreement for afictional broker that 
in<:ludedthe information about broker compensation as required in the Board's proposal. In the 
interviews, participants were asked to imagine that they had met with a broker who had given them this 
agreement to read and sign. As they read the agreement participants, were asked to communicatetheir 
reactionsto it,indudlng whether they found any information surprising and how they perceived the 
brokerwho had given it to them. After they finished reading, they were then asked a series of follow-up 
questions to test their understanding of what the agreementwas trying to communicate. 

I As ofJuly S. WOO. the Federal Registef notice for this proposed amendment coold be found at;h,l,lPJj'~",I\~~(t!ij'llP9,9QYi,QIllli'p!if!1,I,t;,QfilW,rlt 
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Following each round of interviews, Macro and Board staff discussed what had and hadnot worked 
well. Macro then revised the agreement for use in the next round that was intended to address any 
comprehension problems thathad become apparent This iterative process continued through all four 
rounds of testing. . 

Findings 

The agreements that were tested, particularly later versions that were revised based on results from 
early interviews, were successful at communicating certain pieces of information to participants. For 
example: 

...	 The language used inall rounds successfully communicated the amountofthe broker's 
commission to participants, as well as the fact that they would have to pay that commission. 
Some participants in early rounds incorrectly believed thaHhey would have to p~ this 
commission regardless of whether they closed on a loan through that broker; this misconception 
was addressed through revisions in the language. 

...	 Participants in the firstround of testing did not understand a key implication of the 
agreements-that the best way to ensure that they received a loan with favorable terms was to 
shop among different brokers and lenders. Because Board staff identified this asan important 
communication goal, an explicit statement about the importance of shopping was added to 
the agreements that were tested in later rounds. These later versions were more effective in 
communicating to participants the importance ofshopping for a mortgage. 

However, Macm's testing showed that several other comprehension issues remained..despite repeated 
attempts to address them through revisions of the agreement These misunderstandings included: 

...	 Most participants who read the agreements did not understand how lender payments to 
brokers created afinancial incentive for brokers to provide loans with higher interest rates. While 
some initially understood that brokers receive more compensation for prOViding loans with a 
higher interest rate, this fact was extremely counter-intuitive to participants-many of whom 
had preViously assumed that a broker would work in their best interest. As a result, asignmcant 
number had difficulties comprehending and rationalizing the conflict of interestdescribed in the 
agreement. 

...	 A key reason thatparticipants haddifficulty understanding this conflict of interest is that many 
did not understand how the interest rate on their loan is determined, and thus did not realize that 
brokers have influence over the rates they offertheir customers. Some participants assumed that 
the interest rates thatbrokers prOVided were set by the lender based on creditworthiness alone, 
and did not know that the brok~r could have latitude in deciding which loans and What interest 
rates to offer. 
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...	 In some cases, the broker agreementseemed to bias participants against working with a 
broker-particularly those who learned for the first time that brokers' compensation depends 
on the interest rates of the loans they offer. To address this bias, an explicit statement was added 
to the agreement that' loan officers who work for lenders have the same conflictof interest as 
brokers, and that as a result borrowers would not necessarily save money by working directly 
with a lender. Despite this statement, however, some partklpants still believed that they would 
pay less commission when working directly with a lender. 

...	 In some cases, the agreements being tested also led to an additional bias against brokers that 
was unrelated tOi:lny conflict of interest. Some participants were uncomfortable that a broker 
would discuss his or her commission in such detail before providing any services, and felt thatthis 
showed the broker was overly concerned with his or her own compensation. 

...	 Several participants in different rounds commented that they found the broker agreement 
internally inconsistent in that it seemed to fix the commission at a certain amount but then stated 
that the broker received greater compensation for prOViding loans With higher interest rates. 
When asked how they would resolve this perceived contradiction, participants either ignored 
the text about increases in broker compensation and assumed that the amount was fixed, or 
assumed that the broker would receive a separate payment from lenders in addition to the 
amount shown. This latter belief-that the broker would receive two separate payments-often 
led to bias against the broker. 

...	 Participants in the first three rounds did not understand that if a lender paid all or.some of 
the broker commission, it would mean that the interest rate on their loan was higher than it 
otherwise could be. Most thought that language about lenderpayment of the commission 
was simply informing them that they could "roll" the fee Into their loan. In. thennal round 
of testing in Kansas Citythis comprehension issue was addressed byexplicitly stating in the 
broker agreement the differentways that a borrower could pay the commission. However, even 
when it was explained that their interest rate would be higher if the lender paid the broker's 
commission, participants did not connect this to the conflict ofinterest mentioned elsewhere in 
the agreement 
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Background 

On January 9, 2008, the Board ofGovernors of the Federal Reserve System issued proposed amendments 
to Regulation Z.which implements theTruth in lending Act (TllA) and the}lomeOwnership and Equity 
Protection Act (HOEPA).2 The purposes of the amendments were to restrict home mortgage lending 
and servicing practices that the Board found to be unfair or deceptive; to ensure that mortgage loan 
advertisements are accurate, balan<:ed, and not misleading; and to require that certain disclosures be 
provided to consumers earlier in the mortgage loan process. 

One of the Board's proposed amendments would prohibit <:reditors from paying mortgage brokers 
unless the mortgage broker disclosedto potential customers three things: a) the total amount of 
compensation that the broker will receive for arranging a loan; b) that the consumer will pay that 
entire amount, even if some or all is paid by the lender; and c) that such a payment from a lender could 
influence the broker to offer the consumer loan terms or productsthat are not the most favorable the 
consumer could obtain. Under the proposed rule, these disclosures would have to be made before 
the consumer submits a mortgageapplication or pays any fee in connection with the transaction. The 
rationale for this proposed rule was that consumers are not aware thatbrokers receive payments from 
lenders that are based on the interestrate of the loan or other loan features. Moreover, the Board stated 

g
in its proposal, many consumers incorrectly assume that brokers are working gin their best interest 
that is, that the loans brokers arrange have the best terms available to the consumer. As a result, 
consumers may not see any need to shop with other lenders or brokers to find the best loan. 

The Board's proposed rule included modellaliguage that was intended to provide the disclosures 
described aboveto consumers in aclear and easily understandable manner. In order to. test the 
effectiveness of this model language, the Board contracted with Macro International to conduct aseries 
ofcognitive in-depth interviews withconsumers.Thegoal of these interviews was to assess how clearly 
the model language communicated the intended content, and to help the Board make any necessary 
revisions tothe language to make itll'lore effective. 

As part ofthisproject, Macro conducted a total of four rounds of testing. A total of 35 separate interviews 
were completed. In most cases these interviewswere with individuals-however, in four cases, couples 
who had jointly made a mortgage decision were interviewed together (Table 1). 
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Table t: Interviews ofParticipa/lts 

Recruitment ofPartidpants 
Int~rview participants wete recruited by telephone using astructured screening instrument develop~d 

by Macro International and Board staff. Participation was limited to people who had obtained or 
refinanced a mortgage in the pasttwo years and were the primary mortgagedecision-maker in their 
households. Participants were screened out ihhey worked for a banI< or other financial institution,or 
if they worked in the real estate or mortgage industry. Other questions ensured th~ recruitment of 
participants with a range of ethnicities, ages. education levels, and mortgage behavior. The recruiting 
screener used for the final round of interviews in Kansas City is provided as AppendiX A; while the 
screener for other rounds varied slightly, the intent of the screening questions was essentially the 
same. 

Table 2provides asummary of information about the interview participants and their mortgage 
history. A more detailed table. which indudes the breakdown for each round of testing, is provided in 
AppendixB. 

One of Board staff's recruiting goals was to ensure that interviews were conducted with both prime 
and subprimeborrowers. Because many consumers do not know their credit scores or are reluctant 
to share them, it was determined thatcredit score could not be used asa screening variablefor the 
purposes of recruiting. Therefore, participants were defined as ·subprime" if they had: a) suffered a 
"financial hardship" such as bankruptcy, foredosure, repossession, or a tax lien in the past seven years; 
b) been denied credit or discouraged from applying for credit in the past two years; or c) received an 
interest rate higher than 8 percent on their most recent first mortgage (or 10 percent on their most 
recent second mortgage). These cutoff points on the interest rate screening questions for borrowers 
withsubprime loans were set to be roughly consistent With the Home Moltgage Disclosure A(:t 
(HMDA) APR-basedthresholds for reporting higher-priced loans over the 2006-2007 period. Twelve of 
the 3S interviews qualified as "subprime" using this proxy definition. 
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3 Percentages may not add to 100 because of rounding. 
4 In the case ofdyad interviews, the information shown in Table 2: is frgm the member of the dyad who was recruited and screened by 

telephone. 
S Partkipants' responses to these three questions were used to identify them as likely prime (lr subprlme bOrrowers. 
6 Only respondents whosemgst r~nl mortgage was fer a home purchase (as oPPClsedtgareflllance) answered this question. 
7 Respondents were dasslfted as 'subprime' if they reported having an ihterest rate higherlhan8percenHbra first mortga..e and 10 

percent fora second or third mortgage. These cutoff points Wllfe set to be roughly consistent wl.ththeHome Mortgage Disdosure 
A.ct (HMDA) APR-based thresholds for reporting highllf-priced loans over the 2006-2007 period. 
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Structure of Report 

In the remainder of this report, each of the four rounds of testing is addressed in a separate chapter. 
Each chapter reviews the goals of that round, as well as the structure ofthe interview protocol and 
changes that were made to the documents that were tested.IUnen provides a summary ofthe 
findings from that set ofinterviews. At the conclusion ofthe report, we prOVide an overall summary of 
findings from aU four rounds combined. 

----_.__._----------------
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Round One ofTesting 
Washington, DC I March 4 & 6, 2008 

Goals andStructure ofTesting 
The first round of testing consisted ofseven in-depth interviews in Washington, DC. The goal of 
this round oftesting was to evaluate how successfully the proposed language communicated to 
participants that: 

a.	 The borrower will be responsible for paying the broker the fee shown on the agreement; 

b.	 If the lender pays this fee the borrower will end up paying It back tothe lender thrQugh a higher 
Interest rate; and 

c.	 If the brOker receives this payment from a lender, the broker has an incentive to arrange a loan 
with a higher Interest rate, 

At the beginning of the interview each participant was asked to describe his or her experience 
shopping for and obtaining mortgages in the past two years. The purpose otthls section otthe 
interview was to learn more about how participants made decisions related to their mortgage, as well 
as their understanding otthe loan application process. 

Two different broker agreements were used In this round oftesting. Version AWas for a fictional broker 
named "Home Safe Loans" and was based on a model broker agreement that originally was developed 
by Industry. Variations of this agreement have been used widely in a number of states. For comparison 
purposes, a second agreement (Version B, fora fictional broker named "EZ Loans") was used that 
contained elements of another agreement in use in the market BOth weretltled "Mortgage Loan 
Origination Agreement," and began with two paragraphs describing the nature of the relationship 
between the applicant and the broker. The most importantdifference between the two agreements 
was the section titled "Our Compensation." In both cases, this sectioh indiCated thatthe brokers' 
fee would be $3,100 for arranging a loan and noted that if the lender paid a portion of this fee, the 
interest rate on the loan would be higher.s However; the wording of the agreementswassignmcantly 
different; Version Ainduded the Board's proposed model disclosure text in this section, while Version 
Bused alternative language to describe the same content. 

Participants were shown an agreement and asked to read it just as they would if they were given 
the document by an actual broker. The participant was asked to "think aloud" while reviewing the 
document-that is, to verbalize what they were thinking as they read, and comment If they saw 
anything that surprised or confused them. After the participant finished reading, the interviewer asked 
several follow-up questions designed to measure comprehension of key concepts. 

On the firstday of testing, each participant was then given the second version of the disclosure, and 
the same protocol was repeated. The order in which participants were shown the two agreements was 
rotated to minimize learning effects and order bias. However, Macro found that when comparing the 
two agreements, participants focused almost exclusively on the differences in how tlle agreements 
broke out the amount of the commission. Since this difference was not relevant to the testing and was 
distracting, on the second day each participant was only shown Version A. The Interviewer's guide for 
this round of testing is provided as Appendix C. The two agreements that were tested are provided as 
Appendix E. 

STh~ amount of the fee that was listed on the agreements used in testing was adjusted for differeJl~testing fpciltions,and WilS 
determined according to the moo!,," loan amount In thatrelj!on (derived fromHome Mortgage Disclosure Act data). TheestlmatOO 

___ f* \'las 1;Et~~.9.!l..iill~o~llnfQLllli!!!Q..I1. thi!tJ2r9!'er «)m..p~!l.!i!t!on is of!!l!JJ..!Q.1.Q~H;~nt Qf.Jh~.Q.i!!HI.moU'!Lnt,,-. ~ 
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Findings 

Understanding of the Role of8rokers 

.to.	 Most participants had some level of understanding of the difference between "brokers· and 
"lenders.· However, there were some participants who were less clear on the difference ar\dused 
these terms interchangeably. Similarly, a few participants were unsure ofwhether they had used 
a broker or a lender when procuring their most recent mortgage. This pattern was consistent 
throughout all rounds. 

Uodel'swnding of8roket Compensation 

.to.	 All participants were able to identify the amount of the broker fee, regardless of which
 
a!Jreement they were reading.
 

.. Version Bseparated the brokerfee into three components (i:l n.application fee, a processing fee, 
and a broker fee equal to 1percentof the loan amount), while Version A provided a single dollar 
amount without additional detail. Participants consistently preferred Version B's treatment 
of the broker fee, because they felt it provided more explanation as to how the amountwas 
determined. When asked to compare the tWbagreements, this was the only difference that was 
important to participants; some indicated that this difference alone wouldrnake them mOre likely 
to work with the broker described in Version B. 

.to.	 When reading the agreements, most participants focused their attention almost eXclusively 
on the dollar amounts shown and often ignored the details of compensation described in the 
narrative agreement; participants were most interested in the amount of the fees. 

.. Several partiCipants incorrectly assumed that they would have to pay the dollar amount shown 
on the agreement to the broker regardless of whether they closed on a loan arranged by that 
broker. 

Conflict Between Broker Compensation and Best Possible Loan Terms 

.to.	 After reading both agreements,about half of participants understood that brokers would 
not necessarily provide a loan with the lowest rate. In most instances, however, they did not 
understand Why this was the case. Participants' concern seemed to arise from phrases in the 
disclosure referring to "loan products and terms...which may not be in your best interest or may 
be less faVOrable than you could otherwise obtain.· However, it was not dearthat participants 
understood exactly whythe broker would provide terms that were less favorable. 

.to.	 Most participants were surprised to read that the broker did not guarantee the lowestlnterest 
rate,because they had previously assumed that a broker's responsibility was to provide the best 
possible loans for his or her customers. One participant reflected this view by saying after reading 
the agreements,"ltshould be guaranteed that they will try to find the best loans...Why can't they 
guarantee it?" 
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...	 Several participants felt more negatively towards brokers upon learning that brokers would not 
necessarily provide the best possible loan. One such participant commented about the factthat a 
broker might not providethe loan with the lowest interest rate "makes me suspicious." 

Payment ofCompensation by Lender 

...	 Neither agreement effectively communicated the relationship between interest rate and broker 
compensation. Even after reading both agreements, few participants understood that if the 
lender paid aoy part of the broker's commission it would mean an increase in the interest rate for 
the bOrrower. Nearly all participants-even those that understood that brokers' compensation 
depended on the interest rate of the loan-were confused by phrases like "the lender will 
increase your interest rate if the lender pays any partofthis amount" on Version A, or by the 
reference to "points" in Version B. 

Conclusions 

The agreements that were tested in the first round successfully communicated to participants the 
amount ofthe commission the broker would receive. However, a number of other important concepts 
were not clearly communicated to participants, including: 

... The situation in Which the participant would have tOr;>ay a broker <::ommission (i.e., only if they 
closed on a loan the broker arranged); 

... The reasons why a broker might not provide the best possible loan; and 

... The relationship between interest rate and broker compensation. 

Based on these findings, a number of revisions were made to the language about broker 
compensation that was being tested. In addition, changes were made to the testing protocol to focus 
participants' attention more directly on the language being tested. These changes are described in the 
following section ofthis report. 
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